Numerical modelling of atomic force microscopy cantilever designs and experiments is presented with the aim of exploring friction mechanisms at the microscale. As a starting point for this work, comparisons between finite element (FE) models and previously reported mathematical models for stiffness calibration of cantilevers (beam and V-shaped) are presented and discrepancies highlighted. A colloid probe (comprising a plain cantilever on which a particle is adhered) model was developed, and its normal and shear interaction were investigated, exploring the response of the probe accounting for inevitable imperfections in its manufacture. The material properties of the cantilever had significant impact on both the normal response and the lateral response. The sensitivity of the mechanical response in both directions was explored and it was found to be higher in terms of normal rather than lateral sensitivity. In lateral measurements, generic response stages were identified, comprising a first stage of twisting, followed by lateral bending, and then slipping. This was present in the two cantilever types explored (beam and V-shaped). Additionally, a model was designed to explore the dynamic sensitivity by comparing the simulation of a hysteresis loop with a previously reported experiment, and the results show good agreement in the response pattern. The ability to simulate the scan over an inclined surface representing the flank of an asperity was also demonstrated.
Introduction
The atomic force microscope (AFM) represents a technology that is used for measurement at the nanoscale. It is already used extensively for investigating surface topography and material surface development, principally normal adhesion, that may be categorized as a normal force (or stress). Its ability to image the topography of the surface as well as to measure force at the nanoscale has led to unique insights into surface studies. The AFM can be operated in a number of modes dependent on the application [1] ; it can also be configured as a colloid probe [2] . There is considerable interest in measuring lateral forces at a surface, categorized in this case as a shear force. This has particular relevance for friction measurement where sliding takes place, or shear adhesion when a detachment force (or stress) needs to be determined. Calibration of the AFM is a crucial step in obtaining reliable data in force measurements. Procedures for performing normal force calibrations are becoming established for 'perfectly formed probes', such as those obtained by silicone nitride fabrication, and this will be discussed below. In the case of colloid probes, there is likely to be some geometric imperfection, for example a nonspherical colloid particle, or the particle position being offset from the cantilever centreline, see figure 1.
To date, lateral force microscopy (LFM) may only be used as a comparator, rather than a method to quantify an absolute level of lateral force. This is due to the challenges that are faced in performing a calibration in this measurement mode. A particular difficulty in measuring lateral force is that, at this resolution, it will be influenced by surface topography, for example, where the tip dimensions and roughness dimensions are of the same order [3] , and that separating pure force effects from topography effects is difficult. In this respect, simulation of the experiment may provide some insight as these issues can be separated numerically and their influences quantified. The aim of this study is to explore how simulation may be used to estimate how geometric imperfections influence the probe response and further to explore how it may be used in conjunction with LFM measurement to estimate either friction or shear adhesion forces.
In reviewing the literature, it is found that the factors that affect the probe response are not fully understood; simplifying assumptions are often made, and considerable discrepancies still exist [4] . The calibration of an AFM involves stiffness calibration as well as detector calibration accounting for optical path influence [5] . At present, many AFM experiments are performed with a set stiffness value provided by the manufacturer of the cantilever, and this is combined with the sensitivity of the detector.
Lateral stiffness may be defined in a number of ways. These include definitions based on a plain lateral movement, torsion, or more realistically a combination of lateral deflection and torsion. Lateral deflection will influence the optical path for the detector, but this is likely to be secondary in comparison with torsion. However, since the accuracy in the normal mode may be improved through refinement of the optical analysis [5] , it is anticipated that a detailed understanding of AFM response to lateral load will lead to improved resolution and ultimately to standard calibration procedures.
Numerical modelling using finite element modelling (FEM) offers the potential to achieve insight/understanding of the response of AFM metrology, and two examples are set out in [6, 7] . The work in [6] represents a dynamic modelling approach in which the effect of contact on the resonant response of a plain simple beam cantilever is explored. This work focused on derivation of formulations reflecting the exact excitation mechanisms for different modes. The work in [7] is concerned with a V-shaped cantilever under steady loading conditions in which the impact of geometry on the response is explored through FEM. The work excludes a tip contact model and the main focus is to demonstrate the impact of geometric nonlinearity as the cantilever is subjected to large deformations.
To date, the lateral mode has received less attention, and so the purpose of this paper is to explore the lateral mode response for simple beam and V-shaped cantilever designs to quantify the influence of the parameters on the probe response. The current study extends the types exemplified in [6, 7] through incorporation of a mechanical contact model coupled with exploration of lateral operation over surfaces for which topographical influences are investigated. Comparison will be drawn with the studies [6, 7] where appropriate.
Modelling the probe response forms a potential solution to establish a lateral stiffness as the mechanical component of lateral sensitivity. The key focus is to build a model to simulate operations of the AFM incorporating the colloid probe system to explore parameters that affect it and investigate how it may influence the measurements and outcome. This will aim to establish a tool and quantify parameter influences that are currently understood in a qualitative manner.
In order to calibrate the stiffness, definitions of normal and lateral stiffness are required. For normal stiffness, this is straightforward as it is just the ratio of force to deflection in the normal direction. There are a number of ways of determining this [4] , and this has now led to standard procedures that depend to some extent on the final application. However, for most precise measurements each probe needs to be calibrated in situ.
Model characteristics
A cantilever is a key component in the AFM, and there are two designs in common use [1] . Figure 2 displays these two types, configured as a colloid probe. The boundary conditions reflect fixing at the probe mounting point, and the target surface is brought up to the tip to displace it by a prescribed amount and interaction is captured through a contact model. In the investigation of lateral response this is followed by lateral movement of the target surface under the probe to capture part of the raster scan. This emulates its application in a measurement cycle. The force evolution is then obtained directly from the reaction components that are induced at the fixing points.
The FEM in this work used a commercial software, ELFEN [8] . This system has been developed to include advanced capability to handle elasto-plasticity and contact. The elasto-plastic model is based on a linear elastic model coupled with a plasticity that includes hardening. Where it happens, yielding is assumed to occur based on a von Mises criterion. In contact, simple interaction laws may be incorporated (e.g. stick slip and Coulomb friction) and contact areas are identified automatically as they occur. In FEM that includes contact, the solution strategy often uses an explicit time marching scheme in which small time steps are used to ensure analysis stability, and the increments adapt to ensure that stability criteria are satisfied automatically. These analyses are generally very time consuming. Implicit schemes are unconditionally stable, and in this case, the software ELFEN facilitates an implicit calculation that includes simple contact. Overall this is computationally more efficient, and it was therefore used in this work.
To explore the differences that may arise from discretization, simulation for the simple beam was undertaken, with dimensions from figure 3(a) . A structured mesh comprising near cubic elements yielded the best result. The unstructured mesh produced a slightly higher stiffness value compared with that of the structured counterpart. This is mainly due to the number of elements through the thickness of the beam, and ideally, at least two should be used. For the unstructured mesh model, having two layers through the thickness was computationally prohibitive and led to simulation failure due to the discretization. However, while noting this difference, the unstructured mesh system was used later since it allows discretization of a colloid probe, including the particle attached to the tip.
For colloid probe operation, example material properties of the tip and the cantilever are itemized in table 1 [9] [10] [11] . These have been chosen as the initial aim was to explore the frictional response between a particle and a rigid surface. This aim was later modified to focus on calibration and the impact of geometric imperfection. In this work, the influence of the gold reflecting layer on the back of the cantilever was excluded from the analysis; however, the cantilever can be modelled as a bimetallic structure if this is required. This will present difficulties in terms of finite element meshing either requiring the application of very fine elements, or the derivation of special elements to approximate the bimetallic properties. Thus a single material has been assigned in this study.
The force against displacement or force against slope data are the key results for calibration. For the normal mode, force against displacement data give the stiffness parameter, which is critical for the mechanical contribution to the calibration. A similar analysis may be carried out for the lateral mode, but a variety of lateral stiffness definitions are reported in the literature [12] . Force against slope at the cantilever tip is important for both modes since the AFM obtains the deflection of the cantilever by reflecting a laser beam off the back surface and the slope is the principal factor in determining the beam path. This is especially the case for the lateral mode, where a number of studies [13] highlight this as the method of estimating the mechanical component for calibration. The slope is readily derived with sufficient accuracy through simple post-processing of displacement information in the region where the laser beam is reflected.
Calibration of stiffness

Cantilever beam model calibration
The simple cantilever design allows an analytical solution based on simple bending and torsion models for both normal and lateral modes. This solution is subject to the assumptions embodied into the simple bending and torsion theories and so may be considered as 'first order'. However, such firstorder models provide a datum and allow comparison with a finite element model as an initial benchmark for calibration. Information from Liu [14] is chosen for this purpose and the beam is modelled with the geometry summarized in figure 3 . For small deflections, the normal and lateral stiffnesses can be calculated using the equations
where k n and k l are the spring constants in the normal and lateral directions, E is the Young's modulus (0.2 N μm −2 ); ν is Poisson's ratio (0.3); I and K are the second bending and torsion moment of area of the cross section;
L is the beam length; w is the beam width; h is the height of the tip; G is the shear modulus (
); and t is the beam thickness.
Equation (1) is based on a simple deflection model and equation (2) on a pure torsion type equation that excludes any lateral deflection effects.
To quantify both bending and twisting of the cantilever independently, load components were applied in the form of normal and lateral displacements at the end of the tip. The lateral stiffness was obtained by the distance the tip end travelled and the reaction force in the lateral direction at the cantilever fixing point. The lateral stiffness therefore includes the combined influence of lateral bending and torsion mechanisms.
From calculations in which a small displacement of 10 μm was applied, the normal stiffness was found using equation (1) to be k n = 0.312 × 10 −6 N μm −1 , and for a structured finite element mesh comprising near cubical elements k n = 0.353 × 10 −6 N μm −1 . In addition, the lateral stiffness from equation (2) was k l = 0.161 × 10 −3 and 0.106 × 10 −3 N μm −1 from the simulation. The differences are 13% and 34%, respectively; the latter demonstrates clearly that the simple analytical model may not be acceptable. The smaller discrepancy between the simulation and normal stiffness based on a simple beam bending model may be attributed to a more accurate representation of the physics. This is a point made in Clifford [4] for analysis of normal stiffness calibration, in that the FE model does not embody the assumptions that are required for the simple bending model; thus it may be described as ab initio, and is the most accurate.
It is interesting to note that the AFM beam cantilever is significantly more sensitive in the normal mode (about 300 times for the case study set out above), confirming its ability to resolve normal forces more accurately.
V-shaped cantilever model calibration
An approximate analytical calibration for the V-shaped cantilever may be obtained from equations by Neumeister [12] and Noy [15] .
These approximate the cantilever as a series of sections for which the stiffness is obtained through superposition.
The normal stiffness constant was derived by Neumeister [12] for a 'V' configuration as the sum of three parts: the deflection of a clamped triangular plate ( 1 ), the end deflection of the two beams ( 2 ), and rotation (θ 2 , i.e. deflection angle in the normal direction), shown in figure 4(a). This has led to the equation
where N is the force applied at the end of the cantilever to induce normal deflection of the device. E is the Young's modulus; and ν is the Poisson's ratio. Using this equation, the normal stiffness constant for the cantilever dimensions shown in figure 4(a) is k n = 1.453 × 10 [15] also reported an approximation for k n as a sum of the normal stiffness constants for two rectangular beams, equation (4) . From the dimensions in figure 4(b) , the normal stiffness constant is found to be k n = 0.574 × 10 −6 N μm
3). The differences are significant, thus highlighting the need for a more precise evaluation in which approximating simplification is reduced.
For the lateral stiffness constant, Neumeister [12] reported an equation based on the representation shown in figure 4(a) . The slope analysis was divided into two: the twist of the triangular plate and that of the beams. From the total rotation of these two parts, a torsional stiffness constant was calculated, following which the lateral stiffness constant was derived.
From this equation, the lateral stiffness constant was found to be k l = 0.143 × 10 −3 N μm −1 . It is shown to be dependent on the cantilever design, but is particularly sensitive to the height of the tip (h).
Instead of a direct derivation of the lateral stiffness constant, an equation relating both normal and lateral stiffness constants is reported in Noy [15] . This was done based on a hypothesis that both forces originate from the breaking of intermolecular interactions, and it could avoid the difficulties in derivation of the lateral stiffness. Thus, given the calculated ratio of normal to lateral stiffness and a good calibration of normal stiffness (including the optical path calibration), it was hypothesized that the lateral stiffness could be calculated.
By calculation from the geometry in figure 4(b) , the lateral stiffness was found to be k l = 0.133 × 10 −3 N μm −1 . For comparison, an elastic model of the V-shaped cantilever was built with the dimensions shown in figure 4 with a cube shaped tip to facilitate lateral load application without any geometric complication. A very fine structured mesh was used and the result is presented below in figure 5 , shown as a deflected cantilever.
From this model, the normal stiffness constant was found to be k n = 1.031 × 10 −6 N μm −1 , and the lateral stiffness was found to be k l = 0.123 × 10 −3 N μm −1 . These values lie between the results from the analytical solutions. The stiffness derived from the finite element model achieved best agreement with the approximations proposed by Neumeister [12] . Since the FE model is more free from simplification, it can be used to establish the mechanical component of normal and lateral stiffness for the AFM.
Colloid probe model
A colloid probe offers the opportunity to explore the interaction between two chosen materials. The manufacture of a colloid probe is difficult and will inevitably result in geometric imperfections, as shown in the examples in figure 1 . However, at this stage emphasis is placed on exploring parameters that will influence the colloid probe response in terms of its size and particle fixing rather than exploring geometric imperfections. Work will also focus on the response as it is drawn over a sloping and then undulating surface as an exploratory step to characterize the response over real surfaces.
A colloid probe model will be constructed to explore the overall cantilever response to loading when assuming the geometries shown in figure 2 . First, a three-dimensional model of the simple beam with a spherical particle attached to the tip was considered, as shown in figure 2 (a). The contact model was defined between the tip and the target surface, and the particle attached to the end was assumed to behave elastically. The target surface plate was then subjected to an applied displacement in the normal direction. The surfaces at the mounting end of the beam cantilever were fixed, at which reaction forces were then captured.
The particle was attached to the end of the cantilever using a glass glue adhesive to form a colloid probe; see figure 1 . The geometric representation is captured in figure 6 , which shows the finite element model at the probe tip. This figure also shows a range of neck radii that were investigated within the sensitivity case studies that will be described below. Although the material properties of the glue are different, due to difficulties in defining the geometry and mesh generation, it was treated as having the same material properties as the particle included in the tip definition.
Loading was applied through the contact model, i.e. the target surface was constrained to move, to come into contact in the normal direction. The interactions in the normal direction are presented below for steel and copper particles fixed at the cantilever tip.
As is seen from figure 7 , the force deflection and slope are related linearly, confirming the elastic behaviour of the system. In addition, because the deflection of the cantilever is small, the contact patch does not move sufficiently to affect the normal direction mechanical stiffness of the system. Both graphs show very small differences between the two colloid probes even though the particles that form the probe have a significant difference in elastic modulus. For the particle material properties used, this confirms the dominance of the material properties of the cantilever in determining the normal stiffness coefficient. However, this result may change in the event that very soft particles, such as biological materials, are attached to the cantilever.
A similar investigation was performed for the V-shaped cantilever ( figure 2(b) ), and a high normal stiffness was observed, reflecting its more rigid construction. Further models were developed in which the particle at the probe tip was assumed to deform plastically according to a yield model based on a von Mises criterion in which shear is assumed to be the dominant yielding mode. Although many ductile materials have nonlinear hardening characteristics, the von Mises model used has a linear approximation. The slope of the hardening curve was defined using the values in table 2. Again the dominance of cantilever material properties is highlighted, with plasticity having a very small effect on stiffness. This is an expected result as the loads and deflections remain very small, even though there may be local yielding at the tip point in the contact and some areas of the glued joint, as shown in figure 9. The latter seems to be due to geometrical description in terms of the variation of neck radii, since the tip and glue were defined as having the same material properties. The influence of plasticity on stiffness can be observed in figure 8(b) , where a very soft tip (the modulus is 100 times smaller) was used. Even under this circumstance, the beam properties dominate, confirming that the probe may be used for characterizing soft materials such as tissue.
Geometric factors that may affect the normal deflection were also investigated (i.e. fixity geometry and size of colloid probe). However, since the material properties of the adhesive were not reflected in these models, but investigated purely in terms of geometry, both factors will mainly show the effect of tip height on the deflection in the normal direction. The case study was modelled with elastic material properties since the effect of plasticity was negligible for the material used, as reported above.
Although only a very small difference was observed for the reaction force against displacement (figure 11), some increase in force was seen against deflection slope, especially in the case of the larger colloid fixity. The deflection slope increased for both cases, because the larger the tip height, the greater the deflection angle in the normal direction with the same applied displacement of the target surface, especially when the material properties of the cantilever are most influential ( figure 12 ). This is as expected, and demonstrates the additional stiffening effect of the fixed region, whereas for the smaller glued region there is more freedom for the cantilever end to deflect. However, in general, the response was cantilever driven compared to the effects of particle size and fixing.
A case study of a cantilever engaging an inclined surface will give an insight to understanding the linking of normal and lateral sensitivity and their undesirable mutual dependence. An inclined target surface is introduced to replace the horizontal target plate; see figure 13 . By bringing this vertically into contact with the probe, it will induce both normal deflection and lateral torsion. This model can also represent the sloping flank of a rough surface.
The slope and friction coefficient at the contact can be varied. The slope was set at 0
• and 45
• , and a friction coefficient of 0.0 and 0.1 was also explored. The results from these simulations are shown in figure 14 .
It can be seen that the normal reaction force is nearly independent of the surface inclination. This is due to no slipping occurring at the contact; thus the probe is constrained to move through nearly the same distance as when the surface is not inclined. The slight reduction in displacement occurs because the probe now twists slightly, and so the normal deflection of the beam is reduced. The inclination leads to significant changes in lateral force development, as shown in figure 14 (b), due to resolution at the plate contact. As a further check, zero friction was applied at the tip contact, and this led to identical normal and lateral loads as the engagement proceeded. This is the anticipated result, confirming the correctness of the model. The results may be contrasted against the threedimensional FEM of V-shaped cantilevers, as reported in [7] , where the bending behaviour of the tip displacements was investigated and their linearity was found to occur below 100 and 10 nm for the normal and lateral directions, respectively. However, our current study showed almost constant stiffness values for both normal and lateral directions due to the influence of the cantilever characteristics and different cantilever/tip geometries. Also, since no contact model at the tip was defined in [7] , the slipping stage was not taken into account, whereas this is one of the key factors for LFM measurements.
Shear interactions
For both colloid probe models (i.e. beam and V-shaped), the shear interaction was explored for the geometries shown in figure 2. Models were developed to simulate a complete friction experiment through engagement of the probe, followed by its lateral movement against the target surface. The contact between the probe and the target surface was defined to have a friction coefficient of 0.1 as a datum. Additionally, since the material selection of the tip had only a very small effect on the results, a 316L particle having an elastic material response Figure 14 . Graphs of (a) normal direction reaction force against displacement, (b) lateral direction reaction force against test time for a 316L probe on an inclined target surface with elastic material properties for a V-shaped cantilever. was chosen. With the lateral direction motion applied while holding the normal engagement constant, a complex response is observed for the probe. The response can be generalized as the first action is the occurrence of twisting, reflected in a couple type reaction at the probe fixing point. This is followed by bending in the lateral direction that leads to the generation of a lateral load, and eventually it settles to the slipping stage, at which point no further displacement (torsion and bending) occurs. By exploring the relationship between the lateral force against displacement and the lateral force against slope, the interactions of bending and twisting can be explored. Figure 15 shows results in terms of lateral force, displacement, and slope, the latter as a measure of twisting over the duration of the sliding part of the cycle. The probe and target surface were engaged by an applied displacement of the target surface to give an interaction force of 0.000 52 N. The lateral displacement at the tip contact point incorporates both twisting and bending of the cantilever. In order to differentiate between these, the displacement at the cantilever end has also been plotted. It can be observed that, for the beam type cantilever, although twisting had a greater influence in shear interaction, Figure 16 . Graphs of reaction force in the lateral direction, lateral displacement at the tip end, and lateral deflection slope against test time for the V-shaped model (left to right respectively).
Cantilever beam model
bending was also significant, accounting for about 45% of the deflection. This confirms findings from [6] , which reports that lateral bending can only be neglected when the lateral interaction is relatively small compared to the lateral stiffness. Bending will be expected to show much less effect for the Vshaped cantilever model shown in the section below. The slope characteristics in figure 15 show how twisting dominates the initial cantilever response for a beam configuration.
Cantilever V-shaped model
In this instance the tip engagement period is 0-0.5 time units and lateral loading starts to be generated following its application at 0.5 units, seen in figure 16 . This pattern reflects the results for the simple beam arrangement. The negative displacement of the tip during the normal loading stage is an unexpected result. This was attributed to an offsetting of the contact at the tip due to imprecise representation of the spherical surface. Such a twisting mechanism could also be a problem in an experiment, where the colloid probe has geometric imperfections. It can be seen clearly that the lateral bending has much less effect on the V-shaped cantilever than for the beam model. This shows that twist is the dominant response of this cantilever type.
One of the main factors identified that affect the response is the height of the tip (or the diameter of the sphere). For this purpose, a model with a larger colloid fixity was considered, having the geometry shown in figure 10(b) ; the results of the simulation are shown in figure 17 .
Observing figure 17 , the difference that appears due to the introduction of larger colloid fixity can be seen. The final lateral force level is identical due to the equivalent mechanical engagement and contact friction coefficient choice. Also, the finite element mesh captures the tip geometry more accurately, so the contact between the tip and the target surface is on the cantilever centreline and therefore load induced twist does not occur. This highlights the importance of the discretization level and also the importance of correct positioning of the particle at the cantilever tip. The graphs of lateral displacement of the probe and the slope at the cantilever end show larger values for the greater tip height-an expected result.
Lateral scanning over sloping surfaces
Practical surfaces are not smooth, and depending on the roughness wavelength and particle size there can be strong interaction when experiments are conducted in lateral scanning mode and the tip (or colloid probe) interlocks with the surface topography. In order to capture rough surface topography, the idea of encountering a slope during shearing was explored by introducing a simple 'bump', see figure 18 , to represent the flank of an asperity or a groove in the surface.
The geometry for the cantilever was the same as for the previous V-shaped cantilever probe. The model was designed to apply a displacement on the target surface so that the probe will encounter a bump with slope of 0.5. The friction coefficient at the surface was again assigned a value of 0.1.
As can be observed from the graphs in figure 19 , an additional step increase in all of the parameters can be seen after around 3 test time units, as the probe tip encounters the sloped section as it traverses the surface. Even with a slope of 0.5, the increase in lateral force and deflection slope due to further normal deflection was significant. The end process of shearing did not include the probe reaching the top of the bump; however, both the normal and lateral forces exhibit similar increases during this sliding stage (figure 20).
The simulation of lateral force evolution over an undulating surface may be compared with experimental data. Ogletree [16] reported experimental data for LFM on inclined surfaces to produce a friction loop as an attempt at calibrating the response dynamically. The experiment involved a V-shaped cantilever with pyramid shape tip scanning up and down plain inclined surfaces having precise geometry. Emulation of this experimental work was performed with the geometries shown in figure 21 that represent a Veeco TR Series probe [17] .
The cantilever shown in figure 21 was built into a model to simulate sliding over a faceted surface to represent a friction loop.
In general, the graphs shown in figure 22 agree with the experimental results, and thus the friction loop was produced. By observing the lateral force evolution for each graph, it is clearly seen that for the positive inclined surface the graph shifted up and for the negative inclined surface it shifted down, as expected from the experimental result. However, when moving up and down the inclined surface, the results were not symmetrical as for the case of the plain surface, which follows the pattern shown from the experiment.
Conclusion
An exploration of AFM response in both the normal and lateral directions has been carried out. The normal response was much more sensitive than the lateral response, and hence more accurate results could be obtained. The analytical approximation of the normal and lateral stiffnesses for both a simple beam [14] and a V-shaped model [12, 15] was compared with the results from the FE model and showed the best agreement with the mathematical modelling of Neumeister [12] (for both normal and lateral response equations). The differences in stiffness between analytical and FE simulation remains significant at 13% in the normal and 34% in the lateral direction for a plain beam and 29% in the normal and 14% in the lateral direction for a V-shaped cantilever. For the lateral loading characteristics, both the beam and the V-shaped cantilever were affected by twisting, caused by torsion, and bending in the lateral direction. However, the bending had more significant influence for the beam model (around 45% of the deflection), whereas twisting dominated for the V-shaped model. FE models that include a colloid probe tip revealed that the material properties of the cantilever Figure 22 . Graphs of lateral displacement of target surface against lateral reaction force for plain (flat), inclined (+14
• ), and inclined (−12.5
• ) cases, respectively, for (a) the FE model, (b) from Ogletree [16] .
were most significantly influential for both normal and lateral responses, the colloid tip had little impact, even for the softer materials that were considered. The tip height, including the area of fixity and size of the probe tip, was also found to affect the deflection angle of the cantilever. Additionally, the importance of discretization, probe position, and shape were highlighted by twisting of the cantilever when a pure normal load was applied. The relationship between normal and lateral sensitivities was explored by introducing an inclined (slope = 1) surface for the V-shaped model, where division between them was observed; this confirmed that the sensitivity in the normal direction was higher than that in the lateral direction. The overall process of lateral response for a Vshaped probe was explored with the inclusion of a bump, and three generic stages were identified (i.e. first twisting, second bending, and finally slipping). The dynamic sensitivity was also explored by emulating a previously reported experiment, and the results showed good agreement in the response pattern.
